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The phenomenon of a wild kind of oscillatory behavior found in solutions of the
scalar differential equation with scaling on time,
x* (t)=&ax(t)+ax( pt),
is investigated in this paper. It is shown that this phenomenon does not, in general,
reflect a similar behavior in this equation’s numerical solutions. The results obtained
here may be extended, under appropriate assumptions, to other types of nonlinear
multidimensional retarded functional differential equations with vanishing delays.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned here with oscillation’s properties of solutions of the
scalar differential equation
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where a and p are positive scalars, with p<1. An equation of this kind is
usually called a ‘‘scaled differential equation,’’ due to the change of scale in
the argument of the term x( pt). It may be interpreted as a retarded func-
tional differential equation of the type x* (t)= f (x(t), x(t&r(t))), with delay
r(t)=(1&p) t. The present case is one of a ‘‘linear, scalar, scaled differential
equation.’’ This kind of equation has been extensively studied in recent
times due to its applications in some mathematical models and mathemati-
cal control problems ([911, 1519]). Carvalho, Cooke, and Ladeira ([4,
5] studied the existence of periodic solutions for scaled equations of the
form x* (t)=Ax(t)+Bx(*t+#). Equations like Eq. (1) have an interesting
feature: two different kinds of initial value problems can be attached to
them, namely, the punctual ‘‘x(0)=x0 ,’’ or the functional ‘‘x(t)=(t) for
t # I %n ,’’ where x0 is arbitrarily chosen in R and  is arbitrarily chosen in an
appropriate subset of the set of all maps from I %n into R. Here, %>0 is an
arbitrary real constant, n is an arbitrary integer and I %n=[ p
n%, pn&1%],
n # Z. Note that due to the fact that 0< p<1 the interval I %n moves to the
right (left) as n decreases (increases), so that the next (previous) interval’s
left (right) end point will be coincident with the previous (next) interval’s
right (left) end point. Of course, by a ‘‘solution’’ of the punctual initial
value problem we mean a differentiable map x(t), defined in an interval I
containing the origin t=0, which satisfies both Eq. (1) and the condition
x(0)=x0 . Similarly, a ‘‘solution’’ of the functional initial value problem is
a map x(t) defined in an interval I which properly contains I %n , such that
x(t) is differentiable in I"I %n and satisfies both conditions: x(t)=(t) for
t # I %n and Eq. (1) in I"I
%
n (see proposition (B) below and also Section 3).
As usual, X"Y is the the set consisting of the elements from X that are not
in Y, i.e., the ‘‘difference’’ between the sets X and Y. As it will be shown in
a moment, each of the above initial value problems has a unique solution
for each chosen ‘‘initial condition,’’ x0 or %, n, , a feature that induces a
kind of wild oscillatory behavior on a large number of this equation’s
solutions. As we shall see later, this oscillatory behavior is not totally trans-
ferred to numerical solutions and may have, therefore, substantial influence
in the accuracy of these solutions. This phenomenon, which may well occur
to other types of functional differential equations with vanishing time dependent
delays, certainly calls for further research in this area.
Let’s first prove that the initial value problem x(0)=x0 has a unique
solution in a sufficiently small interval containing x0 (in which case one says
that this solution is ‘‘locally unique’’). Indeed, let’s consider the operator
T : C([&=, =], R)  C([&=, =], R), where C([&=, =], R) denotes the space
of the continuous maps from [&=, =] into R, equipped with the supremum
norm & }&, i.e.,
&,&=sup[ |,(t)|: t # [&=, =]],
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where | } | is the modulus or absolute value map and =>0 is some




eas,( ps) ds& . (2)
Then,
&T,1&T,2&a=ea= &,1&,2&.
Thus, if we choose = so small that a=ea=<1, then T becomes a contraction
in C([&=, =], R), which is a complete metric space. In this case, Banach’s
Contraction Principle ([20]) shows that T has a unique fixed point x. Of
course, this map x is differentiable, satisfies Eq. (1) in [&=, =] and is, there-
fore, the unique solution of this equation in this interval which satisfies
x(0)=x0 . This means, in particular, that:
(A) No other solutions of Eq. (1) than the ones that are locally constant
at t=0 may cross the x-axis.
Observe that x(t)#x0 is always a solution of the punctual initial value
problem, which is defined for all x # R. This constant solution is usually
called an ‘‘equilibrium’’ of Eq. (1). Accordingly, a nonconstant solution is
sometimes called a ‘‘non-equilibrium.’’
Next, let’s prove the assertion corresponding to the functional initial
value problem. For simplicity, we shall restrict the choice of the initial
condition  to the space of the continuous maps from I %n into R, which will
be denoted just by C %n , equipped with the uniform convergence norm
&&=sup[ |(t)|: t # I %n].




n&1%) _( pn&1%)+a |
t
pn&1%
ea(s&pn&1%)( ps) ds& . (3)
Note that Tn is (well defined and) continuous and given an initial condi-
tion n # C %n , its image n&1 :=Tn(n) satisfies 4 n&1(t)=&an&1(t)+
an( pt) for t # [ pn&1%, pn&2%] and n&1( pn&1%)=n( pn&1%), so that the
juxtaposition x :=n 7 n&1 is the solution of the functional initial value
problem x(t)=n(t), t # I %n , in the interval I=[ p
n%, pn&2%], in the sense
given on p. 2, which means, in particular, that we may have 4 n&1( pn&1%&){
4 n( pn&1%+), i.e., a discontinuity in the derivative may exist, unless n
satisfies a certain boundary condition (see (7)). But, as n increases, the
solution becomes smoother. Now, since Tn is well defined, the solution
n 7 n&1 is unique and since it is continuous, the solution n 7n&1
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depends continuously on n . Then, by successive application of the
above procedure (this is analogous to the ‘‘method of steps’’ from the
theory of delay equations), one is able to produce a unique solution
x=: n 7 n&1 7n&2..., of Eq. (1) in the whole semi-axis [ pn%, ), satis-
fying the functional initial problem x(t)=n(t), t # I %n , where, obviously,
n&j&1=Tn&j (n&j ), j=0, 1, 2, ... . If we combine the above proof with
statement (A), we readily obtain the claimed stronger one:
(B) The solution of either the punctual or of the functional initial value
problem for Eq. (1) is unique in its maximal interval of definition.
Indeed, it follows from the uniqueness of the solution of the functional
initial value problem that no two different solutions can coincide in an
interval of the form I %n for any n # Z and %>0. As n increases, an interval
of this form will get included in the interval [0, =], where solutions of the
punctual initial value problems are unique. Hence, proposition (A) can be
improved:
(C) No solution of Eq. (1), except the equilibria, may cross the y axis.
For, if x(t) is a solution that crosses this axis, say, at x(0)=x0 it would
satisfy x* (t) |t=0=&ax0+ax0=0, x(0)=x0 and it would, therefore, coincide
with the equilibrium x(t)#x0 .
2. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
There are basically two distinct schemes that yield approximated numerical
solutions for the exact solutions of either the above punctual or functional
initial value problems. These schemes are adapted to functional differential
equations from their original setting, aimed to approach solutions of
punctual initial value problems attached to ordinary differential equations,
say, x* (t)=F(x(t)). Their purpose is to produce a good approximation for
the (unknown) actual solution in some given compact interval [t0 , t1 ],
0t0<t1<. The first scheme is the so called ‘‘one step methods of
discretization,’’ which is a discrete difference equation with one delay, of
the form
xm=xm&1+hf (xm&1), m=m0+1, m0+2, ..., m1 , (4)
where h>0 is the step size of the method and is a sufficiently small rational
number, m0 , m1 # Z are integers such that m0ht0(m0+1)h, and m1h
t1(m1+1)h. Rational numbers in numerical schemes usually have
finite (decimal, binary, etc.) expansion. We stress this fact by saying that
the given number is a ‘‘fer-number’’ (a ‘‘finite expansion rational’’ number),
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or a ‘‘fer-approximation’’ when it is a fer-number approximation to another
given number. In (4), f is some approximation to F. In the case of Eq. (1)
one may take, for instance,
f (xm&1)=&a$xm&1+a$x(m&1)$ , (5)
where a$>0 is itself a fer-number close to a. Of course, xm is a fer-number
approximation to the actual x(mh) and x(m&1)$ in (5) stands for the
fer-number chosen from the array [mh: j=m0+1, m0+2, ..., m1] which is
closest to pt. The solution of Eq. (4) can be regarded either as a step func-
tion (piecewise constant), as is an actual ‘‘electronic computer’s solution’’
(‘‘ec-solution’’, for short), or even as a continuous piecewise linear map.
Several types of approximations to the right hand side of Eq. (1) may be
used, as the ones provided by Runge-Kutta methods, or series truncation,
etc.. If enough precautions are taken, these numerical solutions uniformly
approximate the actual solution of the punctual initial value problem for
Eq. (1) in this interval, as one makes max[h, |x0&x(0)|]  0. Functional
initial value problem’s solutions may also be approached by one step
methods: For instance, one takes %$ as a fer-number approximation to %,
[qm%$, qm&1%$] as an approximation to [ pm%, pm&1%], h=(|qm&qm&1|N)%$,
where N is a sufficiently large integer and, given m(t), t # [ pm%, pm&1%],
one takes a discrete set of fer-numbers $m(qm%$+jh), j=0, 1, 2, ..., N&1 as
an approximation to m and then proceeds as in the case of the punctual
initial value problem. The nomenclature ‘‘one step’’ stems from the fact that
these methods use just values computed at step n&1 in order to compute
the desired values at step n. It is clear that t0=0 in the case of our punctual
initial value problem, while, in the case of the functional initial value
problem, we must take t0>0.
The ‘‘Multiple Step Methods’’ of discretization are achieved when one







hjbj fj (xm+j), m=0, 1, 2, ..., (6)
where [hm]k0 is a sequence of (small) positive fer-numbers, xm+j is a fer
approximation to the actual x(t$0+ ji=0 hi), where t$0 is a fer approximation
to t0 and fj are judiciously chosen maps that approximate the right hand
side of Eq. (1), as well as aj and bj are appropriately chosen fer constants.
Note that when bk{0, the value xm+k is given implicitly in (6).
We note that since one step methods use only data furnished by the previous
step or, in other words, they ignore the past history of the solution to be
approached, these methods are clearly better fitted to the approximation of
solutions to the punctual initial value problems. The multiple step methods,
on the other hand, use data furnished at various steps preceding the one
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that is being computed, i.e., they emphasize the past history of the solution.
Therefore, these methods are better adjusted to approximate solutions of
the functional initial value problem.
For an overview of the methods for numerical solutions of functional
differential equations, the reader may refer to the survey paper [1].
3. BACKWARD CONTINUATION
It may happen that the solution of a functional initial value problem
x(t)=n(t), t # I %n , is extendable, as a solution, to the left of p
n&1%. In this
case, one says that such a solution is ‘‘backward continuable’’. Accordingly,
‘‘a noncontinuable solution’’ is one which is defined in a ‘‘maximal interval’’,
i.e., an interval of definition of it which cannot be contained in any other
larger interval of definition of this solution. This terminology is also used
in the case of a solution of the punctual initial value problem x(0)=x0 , in
which case, as we already know, its unique solution x(t)#x0 is noncon-
tinuable (and defined in all R). Let’s indicate by C1C %n the subset of C
%
n
formed by all initial conditions n such that the corresponding solution of
the functional initial value problem x(t)=n(t), t # I %n , is backwards
continuable to the whole interval I %n+1.
Remark 1. Note that C1C %n is precisely the set Tn+1(C
%
n+1) (see (3)).
We shall prove that C1 C %n is dense in C
%
n . Of course, a necessary condi-
tion for the cited solution to be backwards continuable is that the left hand
side derivative of n at pn&1% (denoted, as usual, by ‘‘4 n( pn&1%&)’’) exists
and satisfies
4 n( pn&1%&)=&an( pn&1%)+an( pn%), (7)
which is a ‘‘boundary condition’’ on n . Let’s then prove that C1 C %n is a
dense subset of C %n . In order to do that, we take the following auxiliary
differential-difference equation
y* (t)=( pn&1&pn) %[&ay(t)+ay(t&1)], t0, (8)
which induces a C0-semigroup of linear operators [Q(t)],
Q(t): C([&1, 0], R)  C([&1, 0], R), t0,
defined by Q(t),=: xt(., ,), where x(., ,) is the solution of Eq. (8) such
that x(t, ,)=,(t) for t # [&1, 0] and xt(., ,) # C([&1, 0], R) is given by
xt(s, ,)=x(t+s, ,), s # [&1, 0], t0 ([12], p. 165167). As usual, the
norm to be taken in C([&1, 0], R) is the supremum norm. Next, we
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observe that , is in the domain D(A) of the infinitesimal generator A of
[Q(t)] if and only if , has a continuous derivative and
,4 (0&)=( pn&1&pn) %[&a,(0)+a,(&1)]. (9)
Moreover, D(A) is a dense subspace of C([&1, 0], R) (see [20, 12]). Of
course, H: C([&1, 0], R)  C%n given by H(,)= if and only if ,(t)=
([( pn&1&pn) t+pn&1] %) defines a homeomorphism from C([&1, 0], R)
onto C%n that transforms condition (9) into condition (7): ,(t)=
([( pn&1&pn) t+pn&1]%) implies ,(0)=( pn&1%), ,(&1)=( pn%) and
,4 (0&)=( pn&1&pn) %4 ( pn&1%&)=( pn&1&pn) %[&a( pn&1%)+a( pn%)]
=( pn&1&pn) %[&a,(0)+a,(&1)]. Let’s now prove that H(D(A))=C1C %n .
This will complete the proof of our claim about the density of C1C %n .
Suppose then that n # H(D(A)). We must prove that there exists
n+1 # I %n+1 such that n+1 7n is a solution of the initial value problem
‘‘x(t)=n+1(t), t # I %n+1.’’ But, Eq. (1) gives a straightforward recipe for
n+1: since pt # I %n+1 when t # I
%
n , to obtain n+1 # C
%
n+1 such that 4 n(t)=
&an(t)+an+1( pt), t # I %n , it is enough to take
n+1(t)=: Sn(n)=: a&1[4 n( p&1t)+an( p&1t)], t # I %n+1. (10)
Hence, H(D(A))/C1C %n . The converse inclusion is immediate. Since n
(and %>0) are arbitrary, we have indeed C1C %n being a dense subspace in
C%n for all n # Z and %>0.
Remark 2. Of course, the operator Sn : C1C %n  C
%
n+1 is well defined,
linear, one to one and continuous, so that n+1 is uniquely defined by and
continuously depends on n . Clearly, (see (3)), Sn b Tn+1=I (the identity)
in C %n+1 , so that Tn+1 is a homeomorphism between C
%
n+1 and its dense
image C1C %n (see Remark 1), such that Sn=T
&1
n+1. This holds for any n # Z.
We now extend the C1C %n notation. Let CkC
%
n be the subset of C
%
n
consisting of those initial conditions which yield backward continuation up




n . Then, Ck+1C
%
n/
CkC %n for k0. We want further to prove that Ck C
%
n is dense in C
%
n . For
that matter, it is enough to take in consideration Remark 1, and observe
that also Tn+1 b Tn+2 b } } } b Tn+k(C %n+k)=Ck C
%
n is dense in C
%
n . Hence, we
actually have
(D) Ck C %n , is a dense subspace of C
%
n for all n, k # Z and %>0.
The chain inclusion CkC %n#Ck+1C %n allows us to think of the set CC %n=
k=0 Ck C
%
n of all initial conditions  # C
%
n which are noncontinuable and
defined in (0, ). Note that C C %n{8 (is non-empty) since the constant
solutions are of this category. We will prove that
(E) C C %n is dense in C
%
n for all n # Z.
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In fact, the only way C C %n cannot be dense in C
%
n is the existence of
 # C %n and r>0 such that Br() & CC
%
n=8 for some  # C
%
n and r>0,
where Br() is the closed ball with center in  and radius r>0. Since
Ck+1C %n/Ck C
%
n , this can happen if and only if Ck C
%
n & Br()=8 for k
larger than some index k01, which is impossible, since by (D) the subsets
CkC %n are all dense in C
%
n .
Propositions (C) and (E) show that Eq. (1) has what we call ‘‘collapsible
backward continuation at 0,’’ which means that there is a dense set of
solutions of it which are defined in (0, ) and cannot be backwards con-
tinuable to (0, ).
Note, incidentally, that every noncontinuable solution of Eq. (1) which
is defined in (0, ) is, necessarily, of class C, since the operator Tn in (3)
increases by one the degree of smoothness of the solution, each time it is
applied to produce the next forward piece of a solution and it takes an
infinite number of compositions Tn b Tn&1 b Tn&2 b } } } to produce a solution
in (0, b), for any b>0.
4. OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS
The classical theory of Ordinary Differential Equations (see [2, 14])
defines a nonconstant solution as ‘‘oscillatory in an interval I’’ when it has
at least two zeros in this interval. In the case of Eq. (1), where an initial
condition map n can already be chosen satisfying this condition, it is
advisable to adopt a more general definition: a nonequilibrium solution
y(t) is said to be ‘‘oscillatory around c’’ if we can find a constant c and a
sequence [tn]1 , tn   as n   such that y(tn)=c, i.e., if y(t) is not
constant in any interval of the form (b, ) and assumes the value c
infinitely many times as t  ; moreover, we shall also need to say that a
non-equilibrium solution y(t) is ‘‘locally oscillatory around c at 0,’’ if we
can find a sequence [tn]1 , tn  0, such that [ y(tn)&c][ y(tn+1)&c]0,
and, similarly, this means that y(t)=c infinitely many times as t  0. Note
that since y(t) is supposed to be nonconstant in the above definitions, the
uniqueness results of Section 1 automatically exclude the possibility of an
oscillatory solution to satisfy y(t)=c for all t sufficiently large. Similarly, a
locally oscillatory solution cannot satisfy y(t)=c for all t sufficiently close
to t0 . Finally, observe that since y(t)+c is also a solution of Eq. (1) for
any constant c, we can always assume, without loss of generality, that c=0
in the above definitions, i.e., we may restrict our attention to those
oscillatory and locally oscillatory solutions which assume the value zero
infinitely many times, namely, at least once in between tn and tn+1 ,
n=1, 2, ... . We shall refer to these solutions simply as ‘‘oscillatory’’ or
‘‘locally oscillatory.’’ We have
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(F) If x(t) is a solution of Eq. (1) such that x(t0)=c for some t0>0,
then x(t1)=c for at least one point t1 # [ pt0 , t0).
The propositon is clear when x is an equilibrium. Otherwise, by working
with the solution y(t)=x(t)&c if necessary, we may suppose that c=0 in
(F). If x(t0)=0 and x( pt0)>0, then Eq. (1) gives x* (t0)>0 which means
that x(t)<0 for t immediately to the left of t0 . As a consequence, there is
a t1 , pt0<t1<t0 with x(t1)=0. Similarly, if x( pt0)<0 then x* (t0)<0, so
that x(t)>0 immediately to the left of t0 , and so there exists t1 as above.
If, on the other hand, x( pt0)=0 then we take t1= pt0 . In any case, there
exists pt0t1<t0 such that x(t1)=0. Then, we can prove
(G) A dense set of initial conditions  # C %n furnish solutions of Eq. (1)
which are locally oscillatory at 0.
Indeed, from proposition (E), Section 3, we know that there is a dense
set of initial conditions that give rise to nonconstant solutions x(t) of
Eq. (1) whose maximal interval of definition is (0, ). Successive applica-
tions of (F) gives the sequence [tn]1 required in the definition of a locally
oscillatory solution at 0, as desired. Note that the proofs of the following
three assertions are easily obtained from the above argument.
(H) Any non-equilibrium solution of Eq. (1) which is defined in an
interval (0, b), b>0, and assumes a value c at least once in this interval is
locally oscillatory around this value at 0.
In particular, we have the following corollaries to (H):
(I) Any non-equilibrium solution of Eq. (1) which is defined in (0, ),
is locally oscillatory at 0 around any constant c such that inf[x(t)]<c<
sup[x(t)], where the extrema are to be taken in the range t # (0, ).
(J) Every solution of Eq. (1) defined in (0, ) which is oscillatory
around c is automatically locally oscillatory around c at 0.
Let now x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1) which is locally oscillatory at 0.
Using the fact that x* (t)0 when x(t)x( pt), which yields a dichotomy
type property (see [3, 6]) to the positive real map V(x)=x2 along x(t),
i.e., (ddt) V(x(t))=2x(t) x* (t)=2ax(t)[x( pt)&x(t)]0 when V(x(t))
V(x( pt)), we see that the sequence [max[V(x(t)): t # I 1n]]n # Z is non-increas-
ing (we are taking %=1) as n  &. So, also the sequence [Vn]n # Z ,
Vn=: sup[ |x(t)|: t pn] is non-increasing in this sense. Since Vn0, there
exists a constant kx0 such that limn  & Vn=kx, which implies that,
given =>0, there exists n0 # Z such that &=&kxx(t)kx+= for all
t pn0. By working with x(t)+kx+= if necessary, we may already suppose
that x(t)0 for t p&n0. Since vn=: inf[x(t): tpn] is non-decreasing as
n  & and is bounded above by kx+=, its limit kx exists as n  &
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and satisfies 0kxkx. If kx<kx, then x(t) clearly oscillates around every
constant c # (kx , kx). Hence, the only way x(t) may not be oscillatory is
when kx=kx=c. But, if this happens and [Vn]n # Z , [vn]n # Z both contain
decreasing subsequences as n  & then x(t) is obviously oscillatory
around c. So, it remains to investigate the case when either [Vn]n # Z or
[vn]n # Z is stationary (but not both, since x(t) is nonconstant) for nn1 ,
for some n1 # Z. To fix the ideas, without loss of generality, we may suppose
that n10 and that [vn]nn1 is stationary, i.e., vn=c, nn1 . By working
with x(t)&c if necessary, we may also admit that c=0. Hence, the hypotheses
that c=kx=0, and [Vn]nn1 is decreasing and is not stationary, implies
the existence of a sequence [tn]nn1 , tn   as n  &, such that
cn=: x(tn) is monotonically decreasing to 0 as n  &. We may think,
without loss of generality, taking a subsequence if necessary, that tn # I 1n (tn
and I 1n move to the right as n  &). From Proposition (G), x(t) is
locally oscillatory at 0 around every cn and by (F) every interval I 1j , jn
(I 1j moves backwards as j increases) contains at least one point t
n
j such that
x(tnj )=cn . Thus, x(t
n
j )  0 as n  & for each fixed j and 0=inf[x(t):
t # I 1j ] for any jn1 . The continuity of x(t) implies that x(t
j )=0 for some
t j # I 1j , jn1 , so that x(t) is oscillatory (there is a sequence t
j   such
that x(t j)=0). Of course, a similar argument applies in the case when
[Vn]nn1 is the stationary sequence. Thus, we can state:
(K) Every solution x(t) of Eq. (1), which is locally oscillatory, is also
oscillatory.
And, combining (J) and (K),
(L) A noncontinuable solution of Eq. (1) that is defined in (0, ) is
oscillatory if and only if it is also locally oscillatory.
5. BACK TO NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
Some of the difficulties involved in the numerical approximation of
solutions of a functional differential equation, which has a lag vanishing at
a point, are pointed out in [1]. In this section we will use Eq. (1) as a
paradigm, to indicate a difficulty of another nature. First, let’s stress the fact
that, even though a dichotomy property of the map V(x)=x2 may hold for
certain discrete (see [8]) approximations of Eq. (1) (for instance, it is valid
for the discretization xn+1=xn+h[&a$xn+a$xn$] cited in (4) Section 2, if
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is nonegative if and only if the expression in the brackets is nonegative, if
and only if







i.e., if and only if V(xn$) & V(xn)  (1 & a$h)(xn& x n$)2  0) the above
properties (H)(K) are guaranteed to hold only in the case of ‘‘continuous’’
solutions. If one admits discontinuous solutions, say, the Lp type ones (see
[12]) or the step-like ec-solutions (see Section 2) these properties are no
longer universal. Nevertheless, the uniqueness of the solution of the punctual
initial value problem as well as of the (forward) solution of the functional
initial value problem still holds both in the case of an Lp ([12]) interpreta-
tion and in the case of a numerical solution (see [13, 7]). This feature
readily shows that these solutions share a similar property to one of the
impossibility of nonconstant continuous solutions to cross the x-axis. Do
these solutions also share the necessary local oscillatory property? A partial
negative answer to this question is provided by the following simple
illustration:
Example 1. A solution that is not locally oscillatory, is discontinuous,
unbounded and backwards continuable.
This is an example of a discontinuous solution x(t) of a functional initial
value problem attached to Eq. (1), with initial condition given in the inter-
val [ p, 1). The use of half open intervals for the domain of maps which are
discontinuous at end points is usual to avoid ambiguities. This solution is
backwards continuable to the interval (0, 1), has several zeros in this inter-
val, but is not locally oscillatory at 0. In fact, it is differentiable, except at
the points t=pn, n=1, 2, ..., is unbounded and has unbounded derivative
x* (t) as t  0+. It is not integrable on (0, 1). The initial condition is the
linear map 0(t)=mt&m+b, t # [ p, 1), with m>0 and b<m(1& p).
Note that 0((m&b)m)=0 and 0(1&)&0( p)=m(1&p). If we let
1( pt)=: 0(t)+(1a) 4 0(t)=mt&m+b+(ma), t # [ p, 1), we see that
x=: 1 7 0 is a solution of the initial value problem x(t)=1(t), t # [ p2, p)
with 1( p2)=b&m(1&p)+(ma) and 1( p&)=b+(ma) (see Fig. 1 (A)).
Moreover, p4 1( pt)=4 0(t)+(1a)  0(t)=4 0(t)=m, t # [1, p], gives 4 ( pt)
=mp. Thus, the slope of 1 , (mp), is larger than the slope m of 0 and
1( p&)&1( p2)=m(1&p). Thus, the ‘‘vertical rise’’ of 1 in [ p2, p) is the
same as that of 0 in [ p, 1) and the left (right) endpoint of 1 is higher by
(ma) than the left (right) endpoint of 0 . By repeating the above argument
for p2t< p we see that on the next interval, [ p3, p2), the solution 2 will
have slope (mp2), 2( p2&)&2( p3)=m(1& p) and the endpoints will be
higher by (map) than the endpoints in the interval [ p2, p). Continuing this
process, we obtain a solution x=n&1 7 n&2 7 } } } 1 7 0 on [ pn, 1)
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so that x( pn)   as n  .
The area Ak=a1+a2 under the graph of x in the interval [ pk, pk&1) is






pk&1(1& p)2  0,
as k  , while a2=base_altitude=





as k  . Hence, 10 x(t) dt=

n=1 An=.
In contrast, note that if the initial function on [ p, 1) is a step function,
then the backward continuation is a step function taking the same values
on each interval [ pk, pk&1). However, the forward continuation will not be
a step function. As a consequence, this kind of solution is backwards con-
tinuable and defined in (0, ) but it cannot cross the x-axis as a (well-defined)
solution. In fact, the backward continuation of numerical approximations
obtained via one-step methods, is guaranteed to exist for fer-numbers t>0
Figure 1
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arbitrarily close to 0, when I+hf is surjective, due to the fact that condition
(7) is transformed via Eq. (4) into the algebraic condition
xm0+1=xm0+hf (xm0). (11)
A similar comment is valid for the case of multi-step methods when the




ajxj+hjbj fj (xj ) (12)
is surjective. In general, the possibility of a backward continuation relies
solely in the existence of a value labelled as xm0&1 such that
xm0=xm0&1+hf (xm0&1), (13)
in the case of one-step methods, a similar comment holding in the case of
multi-step methods. Besides, it should also be observed that some discretiza-
tion procedures may yield several different backward continuations to the
same initial value problem if, say, I+hf or its multi-step counterpart, in
(13), is not one-to-one. Note that the linear approximation given in (5) is
one-to-one and onto, i.e., there always exists a unique backward continuation
of the functional initial value problem, which is defined for fer-numbers
t>0 arbitrarily close to 0. The consequence from the contents of this section
is clear:
(M) Due to the fact that Eq. (1) has collapsible backward continuation
at 0, its numerical solutions in general, and specially the ec-solutions, of non-
constant functional initial value problems, may not share the same oscillatory
properties as the aimed corresponding solution of this equation, even when h
is a very small fer-number.
In fact, we may think of one such solution as a step function, with step-
size h. The discrepancies between this numerical solution and the (continuous)
solution it is aimed to approach may become very large as one makes
t  0+. These discrepancies may, of course, reflect in the forward approxi-
mation as well.
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